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Inhomogeneous metasurfaces have shown possibilities for unprecedented control of wave propagation and
scattering. While it is conventional to shine a single incident plane wave from one side of these metastructures,
illuminating by several waves simultaneously from both sides may enhance possibilities to control scattered
waves, which results in additional functionalities and novel applications. Here, we unveil how by using coherent
plane-wave illumination of a properly designed inhomogeneous metasurface sheet it is possible to realize
controllable retroreflection. We call these metasurfaces “coherent retroreflectors” and explain the method for
realizing them both in theory and in practice. We show that coherent retroreflectors can be used for filtering
undesired modes and creation of field-localization regions in waveguides. The latter application is in resemblance
to bound states in the radiation continuum.
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Metasurfaces, as optically thin layers structured at the
subwavelength scale (e.g., [1–3]), introduce discontinuities
for tangential components of electric and magnetic fields.
We consider nonmagnetic layers with negligible thickness,
which support exclusively electric surface currents. This con-
dition limits possible functionalities as these metasurfaces
only create a discontinuity of the magnetic field. For instance,
homogeneous thin sheets of any material can absorb a maxi-
mum of 50% of the incident power of electromagnetic waves.
However, this limitation is removed if both sides of the sheet
are coherently illuminated, which can be achieved by posi-
tioning a reflector behind the sheet [4] or by illuminating the
other side with a coherent wave [5,6] created by a splitter or
an independent phase-locked generator. Similar observation
can be made for fully reflective sheets. A single uniform sheet
of negligible thickness can fully reflect incident waves only
if it is perfectly conducting. Thus, there is no possibility to
control reflection phase. This limitation can be also removed
by adding a reflector behind the sheet, creating so-called high-
impedance surfaces [7] or illuminating the two sides of the
sheet by two coherent waves [8].

Despite these possibilities, homogeneous coherent meta-
surfaces cannot change the direction of propagation of
incident waves. In contrast, optically thin sheets whose prop-
erties vary over the surface have this important capacity. In
consequence, they can perform a multitude of functions, such
as anomalous reflection, anomalous transmission, power split-
ting, focusing, surface-wave control, and so forth (e.g., [1]).
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Nevertheless, similarly to uniform sheets, the functionali-
ties of inhomogeneous sheets are also limited because the
tangential electric field component still remains continuous
across the sheet. Following an analogy with uniform coher-
ent metasurfaces, we expect that coherent illuminations of
surface-inhomogeneous sheets can dramatically widen the
scope of controllable electromagnetic effects.

In this Letter, we propose surface-inhomogeneous coherent
metasurfaces which can be defined as surface-varying sheets
with extended properties under coherent illumination from
both sides. In the literature, coherent illuminations of diffrac-
tion gratings (metagratings) have been studied [9–12]. Here,
we discuss general space-periodical coherent metasurfaces. In
particular, this Letter introduces and studies coherent metasur-
faces designed for total retroreflection, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Retroreflectors that are capable of reflecting the electro-
magnetic energy back to the source are essential for different
important applications [13–20]. Similarly to the case of uni-
form sheets of negligible optical thickness, the performance
of nonuniform sheets designed for retroreflection is funda-
mentally limited: they cannot reflect more than 25% of the
incident power into the desired direction [21]. To dramatically
enhance the efficiency, one can propound an elegant solu-
tion to use a coherent retroreflective sheet (as presented in
Fig. 1) which can retroreflect completely the power from both
sources.

We explain how to design coherent retroreflective meta-
surfaces for both transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-
magnetic (TM) linearly polarized waves. Furthermore, we
discuss how the proposed retroreflective metasurface can
be effectively used to suppress unwanted waveguide modes
and localize high-amplitude fields in unbounded waveguiding
structures. In addition, we note that it is possible to replace
conventional retroreflectors [20,22–29] with extremely light
and thin coherent structures. Moreover, the coherent nature of
retroreflection of the proposed structures also allows tunabil-
ity, for instance, by turning the second wave on or off.
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FIG. 1. A coherent retroreflective metasurface which is illumi-
nated by two incident plane waves, from top and bottom, and reflects
those incident waves fully in the same directions, without any para-
sitic additional modes.

Let us consider a metasurface sheet of negligible thickness
as an interface between two vacuum regions, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). We assume that the sheet supports only electric
surface current, with the surface current density Js, and it
is illuminated from both sides by plane waves with the in-
cidence angle θi. Such metasurface can be characterized by
the boundary condition ZsJs = (Eτ,1 + Eτ,2)/2, where Eτ,1−2

(Hτ,1−2) are the total tangential electric (magnetic) fields on
the two sides of the metasurface, respectively, and Zs denotes
the corresponding surface impedance [30–32]. Here we as-
sume that there is no cross-polarizing response. Since the
tangential electric field is continuous across the sheet, Eτ,1 =
Eτ,2 = Eτ , and the difference between the tangential magnetic
field components is identical to the surface current density,
n×(Hτ,2 − Hτ,1) = −Js (n is the unit vector orthogonal to the
surface pointing into region 1), we can readily write that

n×(Hτ,2 − Hτ,1) = −Eτ

Zs
. (1)

In order to function as a retroreflector, the metasurface
requires different surface impedance profiles depending on
whether it is illuminated with TE or TM waves. In more detail,
the desired field structure is a set of two incident plane waves,

which are illuminating the opposite sides of the metasurface,
and two retroreflected plane waves. Let us first consider the
TE polarization, illustrated in Fig. 2(a), in which case the
fields are given by

EI,1 = EI,1e− jk0[ysin(θi )−zcos(θi )]x,

HI,1 = −EI,1

η0
[cos(θi )y + sin(θi )z]e− jk0[ysin(θi )−zcos(θi )], (2)

ER,1 = ER,1e jk0[ysin(θi )−zcos(θi )]x,

HR,1 = ER,1

η0
[cos(θi )y + sin(θi )z]e jk0[ysin(θi )−zcos(θi )], (3)

in region 1, and

EI,2 = EI,2e− jk0[ysin(θi )+zcos(θi )]x,

HI,2 = EI,2

η0
[cos(θi)y − sin(θi)z]e− jk0[ysin(θi )+zcos(θi )], (4)

ER,2 = ER,2e jk0[ysin(θi )+zcos(θi )]x,

HR,2 = ER,2

η0
[−cos(θi)y + sin(θi )z]e jk0[ysin(θi )+zcos(θi )], (5)

in region 2. Here, EI and ER represent the amplitudes of the
incident and reflected waves, respectively. Also, η0 and k0

are the free-space intrinsic impedance and wave number. We
consider the full-reflection scenario, where all the incident
power is reflected by the metasurface, with reflected fields
defined as ER,1 = EI,1 exp( jφR,1) and ER,2 = EI,2 exp( jφR,2).
In addition, we suppose that the incident electric fields have
the same magnitude, but there is a difference in phase: EI,2 =
EI,1 exp( jφI,2). Based on these considerations and Eqs. (2)–
(5), we find the total tangential field components at the
interface z = 0 [21], impose the boundary conditions, and
satisfy Eq. (1). This leads us to two important observations.
First, total retroreflection is achieved only under coherent
illumination with the same phase (φI,2 = 0) and symmetric
scattering (φR,1 = φR,2 = φR). Second, the surface impedance
must have the following profile:

ZTE
s (y) = j

η0

2 cos(θi )
cot

(
φR

2
+ k0y sin(θi )

)
. (6)

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic representation of a coherent retroreflector for TE waves. (b) Normalized reactance profile for TE- and TM-polarized
coherent retroreflectors. The impedance for the two polarizations differ by the scale factor cos(θi )2 (θi = 60◦ for this illustration), using different
values of φR. (c) The coherent retroreflective sheet exhibits total retroreflection when it is illuminated from both sides; however, additional
scattering is produced when it is illuminated from only one side (θi = 60◦, φR = 0◦, and f = 10 GHz for this illustration).
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Thus, the surface impedance of coherent retroreflective sheets
for TE polarization is a function of the position with the period
D = λ0/[2 sin(θi )] which depends on the angle of incidence
and frequency (recall that k0 = 2π/λ0). It is worth mentioning
that the effect of the reflection phase on the surface impedance
is equivalent to a displacement of the retroreflective sheet
along the y axis, as portrayed in Fig. 2(b). Simulation results,
presented in Fig. 2(c), demonstrate that total retroreflection
is achieved when the sheet is illuminated from both sides,
while additional waves are scattered when it is illuminated
from only one side.

The required surface impedance for TM polarization can
be found by similar means [21], and it reads

ZTM
s (y) = j

η0 cos(θi )

2
cot

(
φR

2
+ k0y sin(θi )

)
. (7)

As is seen from the above two equations, surface impedances
for TM and TE polarizations are quite similar, with the cosine
term as the only difference. Note that this impedance differs
only by the factor 1/2 from the sheet impedance of free-space
retroreflectors formed by an inhomogeneous reactive sheet
over a uniform mirror (e.g., [20,33]). Thus, the same design
formulas and the same designed metasurface topologies can
be used also to create free-space coherent retroreflectors.

To illustrate the capabilities of surface-inhomogeneous co-
herent metasurfaces, we suggest two relevant applications
where thin sheets can be effectively employed as coher-
ent retroreflectors. The first application is about filtering
undesired waveguide modes. We consider a parallel-plate
waveguide which is formed by two ideally conducting sheets,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The TM or TE modes propagating
inside a parallel-plate waveguide can be expressed as super-
positions of two plane waves having opposite components of
the wave vector (the components that are perpendicular to the
phase front) (e.g., Refs. [34]). Due to this crucial property, a
coherent retroreflective metasurface, illuminated by these two
plane waves, is able to prevent the propagation of a specific
mode without disturbing the other modes. To realize this func-
tionality, we need to position the metasurface in the middle
of the waveguide, between the two boundaries, and choose
the corresponding surface impedance properly. In practical
realizations, the metasurface consists of a highly conductive
pattern over a dielectric substrate. In the design of coherent
metasurfaces, the patterned layer should be placed in the mid-
dle of the substrate in order to preserve symmetry. For the
considered application, it is preferable to use low-permittivity
substrates and small thickness, to minimize interference with
other modes [21]. Alternatively, the whole waveguide can be
filled with an isotropic dielectric material such as glass or
polymer, which provides the necessary mechanical support
for the metasurface without creating discontinuities in the
waveguide cross section. In this case the effect of the host
media needs to be accounted for in Eqs. (6) and (7).

As a proof-of-concept example, let us assume that
the waveguide has h = 33.31 mm distance between the
plates, enough to allow free propagation of transverse-
electromagnetic (TEM), TE1, and TM1 modes at the reference
frequency of f0 = 10 GHz, even in the scenario when a thin
perfect electric conductor (PEC) plate is placed in the middle
of the waveguide. Suppose that the TM1 mode is undesired,

FIG. 3. (a) A parallel-plate waveguide which allows propagation
of TEM, TE1, and TM1 modes. However, a coherent retroreflective
sheet placed between the plates acts as a mode filter, preventing
propagation of a given mode (TM1 mode in this proof-of-concept
example). (b) and (c) Simulation results for a coherent retroreflective
metasurface reveal that TM1 can be suppressed at 10 GHz, without
affecting propagation of other modes for (b) using six-discretized
surface impedance stripes in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS and (c) a meta-
surface implementation based on meandered slots and dipoles in CST

MICROWAVE STUDIO [21]. Note that the COMSOL results are available
only for frequencies greater than the mode cutoff frequency: 4.5 GHz
for TE1 and TM1 modes; and 9 GHz for TE2 and TM2 modes.

and, therefore, we are interested in blocking this specific
mode. Since the angle of incidence for each mode is given
by θi = arccos[nλ0/(2h)] in which λ0 is the wavelength and
n represents the mode number [34], we simply calculate the
required surface impedance in accordance with Eq. (7) and
the TM1 mode. To see if such designed metasurface prevents
the propagation of the undesired mode, we do numerical sim-
ulations using COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS software. Figure 3(b)
shows numerical results where the transmittance and re-
flectance of the three modes have been observed in the case
when the designed coherent retroreflective metasurface, real-
ized as six surface-impedance stripes [20] with a total length
of l = 17.73 mm (one period D), reference reflection phase
φR = 41.85◦, and incident angle θi = 57.72◦, is placed in the
middle of the waveguide. As seen, while the transmission of
the TEM and TE1 modes is not influenced by the presence
of the metasurface over a large bandwidth, the TM1 mode
is effectively blocked by the metasurface at the design fre-
quency. This simulation was also performed for higher-order
modes, TE2 and TM2, and we observed that the correspond-
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of a geometry using two retroreflectors for field localization. (b) and (c) Electric field amplitude created by two
sources inside a waveguide without a metasurface in (b) and with a metasurface in (c). (d) and (e) Scattered electric field amplitude of waves
created by a plane wave inside a waveguide without a metasurface in (d) and with a metasurface in (e). The separation distance between the
centers of wire scatterers is λ0/4, and the operational frequency in all simulations is 10 GHz.

ing transmission of those modes remains unchanged with the
presence of the metasurface, as expected. Similar results were
obtained for the conceptual design shown in Fig. 3(a) [21,35],
where simulations carried in CST MICROWAVE STUDIO show
that the TM1 mode was attenuated close to 20 dB at 10 GHz
without affecting TEM, TE2, and TM2 modes, as portrayed
in Fig. 3(c). However, the TE1 mode is affected by the near
fields scattered by the meta-atoms, rather than by the surface
impedance profile itself, being attenuated around 3 dB at
10 GHz. This issue can be mitigated by using meta-atoms with
smaller dimensions, resulting in more homogeneous surface
impedances.

The second application is based on the use of coherent
retroreflectors inside a waveguide to achieve significant field
localization. A pair of coherent retroreflectors is aligned as
shown in Fig. 4(a). The surface impedance profile of one
metasurface is mirrored with respect to the other one, so that
both metasurfaces reflect back to the center of the structure.
In this arrangement, some energy emitted by a small source
positioned in the center is trapped in the source vicinity as
in a resonator, although there is no physical boundary in
the waveguide. In order to demonstrate this concept, let us
consider a narrow (h < λ0/2) parallel-plate waveguide, such
that only the TEM mode is supported. First, we position two
Hertzian dipole sources oriented as shown in Fig. 4(a) inside
an empty waveguide, without the metasurfaces. In order to
excite waves with a nonzero y component of electric field,
the dipoles are separated by a small distance δ ∼ 0.025λ0.
In the waveguide without retroreflective sheets, the dipoles
excite TEM waves which propagate away from the sources, as
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). However, the addition of two coherent
retroreflectors creates a significant field-localization region, as
seen in Fig. 4(c). The result is obtained for the retroreflection
phase φR = 343◦. Since the metasurfaces are infinitely thin,
they do not interact with the TEM wave propagating along the
y direction, and we see that outside of the field-localization
region the field is close to that of a single TEM mode.

Similar field-localization effects can be achieved in the
scattering regime. To demonstrate that, we remove the
Hertzian dipole sources and position two small PEC wire scat-
terers at the center of the structure. The waveguide is excited
by a wave port at the left end of the simulation domain. The
two PEC wires are rotated at the angle ±45◦ and separated
by λ0/4 distance, so that they excite enough strong electric
fields with the y component in the vicinity of the scatterers
[see Fig. 4(d)]. We need two wire scatterers in order to create
two coherent scattered waves, equal in amplitude. Simulations
confirm that placing metasurfaces around the wire scatterers
enables us to trap a significant portion of the scattered energy
in the vicinity of the scatterers. Figure 4(e) demonstrates
localization of the scattered fields when the metasurface is
inserted inside the waveguide. This result is achieved using
the reflection phase φR = 305◦. It is important to note that
localization takes place without any physical boundary sepa-
rating the volume of the “virtual resonator” from the rest of
the waveguide. In these setups, the metasurfaces extend over
the whole length of the waveguide. This property resembles
bound states in the continuum, because the localization do-
main is fully open to both ends of the waveguide. In this
case the length of the localization domain and the field en-
hancement level are determined by the designed angle of
retroreflection. In the case when the metasurface is cut, the
size of the field localization spot can be reduced and the field
enhancement can be further boosted by rotating the source
dipoles and properly redesigning the metasurface [21].

In summary, we propounded the concept of coher-
ent surface-inhomogeneous metasurfaces on an example of
retroreflective sheets, whose attribute is to reflect plane
waves back to the source when they are illuminated from
both sides simultaneously. Unlike retroreflective boundaries,
the proposed coherent retroreflective sheet reaches total
retroreflection without the use of additional layers. This
work presented scenarios of practical applications of non-
homogeneous surfaces under coherent illumination. Through
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electromagnetic simulations, we have developed coherent
retroreflective sheets that are capable to prevent propagation
of a given electromagnetic mode in a multimode waveguide,
without interfering with other modes; and to create localized
field regions inside waveguides. The latter one can be viewed
as an alternative approach for realization of bound states in

the radiation continuum. We expect that extending the con-
cept of coherent inhomogeneous sheets to other metasurface
functionalities will reveal other interesting new phenomena.

This work was supported in part by the Academy of Fin-
land under grant 330260.
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